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Long Eighteenth Century
Between 1660 and 1820, Great Britain experienced significant structural transformations in class, politics, economy, print, and writing that
produced new and varied spaces and with them, new and reconfigured concepts of gender. In mapping the relationship between gender and space
in British literature of the period, this collection defines, charts, and explores new cartographies, both geographic and figurative. The
contributors take up a variety of genres and discursive frameworks from this period, including poetry, the early novel, letters, and
laboratory notebooks written by authors ranging from Aphra Behn, Hortense Mancini, and Isaac Newton to Frances Burney and Germaine de Staël.
Arranged in three groups, Inside, Outside, and Borderlands, the essays conduct targeted literary analysis and explore the changing
relationship between gender and different kinds of spaces in the long eighteenth century. In addition, a set of essays on Charlotte Smith’s
novels and a set of essays on natural philosophy offer case studies for exploring issues of gender and space within larger fields, such as
an author’s oeuvre or a particular discourse. Taken together, the essays demonstrate space’s agency as a complement to historical change as
they explore how literature delineates the gendered redefinition, occupation, negotiation, inscription, and creation of new spaces,
crucially contributing to the construction of new cartographies in eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century England.
Through close examinations of diaries, diary publication, and diaries in fiction, this book explores how the diary's construction of time
and space made it an invaluable and effective vehicle for the dominant discourses of the period; it also explains how the genre evolved into
the feminine, emotive, private form we continue to privilege today.
This electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license. Elleke Boehmer's work on the
crucial intersections between independence, nationalism and gender has already proved canonical in the field. 'Stories of women' combines
her keynote essays on the mother figure and the postcolonial nation, with incisive new work on male autobiography, 'daughter' writers, the
colonial body, the trauma of the post-colony, and the nation in a transnational context. Focusing on Africa as well as South Asia, and
sexuality as well as gender, Boehmer offers fine close readings of writers ranging from Achebe, Okri and Mandela to Arundhati Roy and Yvonne
Vera, shaping these into a critical engagement with theorists of the nation like Fredric Jameson and Partha Chatterjee. This edition will be
of interest to readers and researchers of postcolonial, international and women's writing; of nation theory, colonial history and
historiography; of Indian, African, migrant and diasporic literatures, and is likely to prove a landmark study in the field.
Perhaps the most serious challenge that the present volume offers to the latest literature on the tapie is the reflection on gender, space
and literature from the perspective of masculinity, a position which has been no doubt neglected by many years of feminist debate
concentrating on women's positions and circumstances. This is specifically one of the novelties that the Intemational Conference on Gendered
Spaces, celebrated in May 2001 at the University of Huelva, from which this work springs, introduced. The articles collected here constitute
a selection of the most relevant contributions made at this Conference.
LITERATURE, GENDER, SPACE
Narrative Settlements
Chasing the Rainbow
Negotiating Gender and National Identities in Conflict
Mapping British Women Writers’ Urban Imaginaries
British Boarding Houses in Interwar Women's Literature

This study provides an alternative to the postmodern tradition of writing about the city by exploring spatialized constructions of gender and spiritual identity through an integrative
framework based on insights from Bachelard's topoanalysis, psychogeography, feminist cultural theory and comparative literature and religion.
Time, Space, and Gender in the Nineteenth-Century British Diary is the first comprehensive overview of the omnipresent phenomenon that was the nineteenth-century British
diary. Examining manuscript diaries, diary publication, and diaries in fiction, the book explores how the diary’s organization of time and space made it an invaluable and uniquely
effective vehicle for the dominant discourses of the period, including religion, Romanticism, empire, empiricism, domesticity, and nostalgia. The exploration of this vast and varied
genre lays the foundation for an analysis of how the diary came to be known as the feminized, emotive, private form still privileged today.
By tracing out the intersection between the imagined space of the national economy and the gendered construction of "expert" knowledge in development thought, Suzanne
Bergeron provides a provocative analysis of development discourse and practice. By elaborating a framework of including/excluding economic subjects and activities in
development economics, she provides a rich account of the role that economists have played in framing the contested political and cultural space of development. Bergeron's
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account of the construction of the national economy as an object of development policy follows its shifting meanings through modernization and growth models, dependency
theory, structural adjustment, and contemporary debates about globalization and highlights how intersections of nation and economy are based on gendered and colonial scripts.
The author's analysis of development debates effectively demonstrates that critics of development who ignore economists' nation stories may actually bolster the formation they
are attempting to subvert. Fragments of Development is essential reading for those interested in development studies, feminist economics, international political economy, and
globalization studies.
Feminism’s origins have often been framed around a limited cast of mostly white and educated foremothers, but the truth is that feminism has been and continues to be a global
movement. For centuries, women from all walks of life have been mobilizing for gender justice. As the last decade has reminded even the most powerful women, there is nothing
“post-feminist” about our world. And there is much to be learned from the passion and protests of the past. Historian Lucy Delap looks to the global past to give us a usable
history of the movement against gender injustice—one that can help clarify questions of feminist strategy, priority and focus in the contemporary moment. Rooted in recent
innovative histories, the book incorporates alternative starting points and new thinkers, challenging the presumed priority of European feminists and ranging across a global
terrain of revolutions, religions, empires and anti-colonial struggles. In Feminisms, we find familiar stories—of suffrage, of solidarity, of protest—yet there is no assumption that
feminism looks the same in each place or time. Instead, Delap explores a central paradox: feminists have demanded inclusion but have persistently practiced their own
exclusions. Some voices are heard and others are routinely muted. In amplifying the voices of figures at the grassroots level, Delap shows us how a rich relationship to the
feminist past can help inform its future.
Time, Space, and Gender in the Nineteenth-Century British Diary
The Space Between Us
Gendering Spaces in European Towns, 1500-1914
Gender and Space in Rural Britain, 1840–1920
Routledge Companion to Women, Sex, and Gender in the Early British Colonial World
Political Recruitment
Even in places of deadly national enmity, some very ordinary people are routinely doing peace. In this highly original study, Cynthia Cockburn deepens our
understanding of the processes sustaining conflict in Northern Ireland, Israel/Palestine and Bosnia/Hercegovina by means of a close involvement with three
remarkable women's projects that have chosen co-operation. How, she asks, do they fill the dangerous space between them with words instead of bullets? How
do they make democracy out of difference? The book brings fresh insight to theories of the self in relation to collective identities, and of gender in nationalist
thought and practice. Observing, in words and photographs, how these women's alliances create a safe space in which to work together, we learn more about
the dangers of essentialism and the problematic relationship between identity and democracy.
This significant reader brings together for the first time the most important essays concerning the intersecting subjects of gender, space and architecture.
Carefully structured and with numerous introductory essays, it guides the reader through theoretical and multi-disciplinary texts to direct considerations of
gender in relation to particular architectural sites, projects and ideas. This collection marks a seminal point in gender and architecture, both summarizing core
debates and pointing toward new directions and discussions for the future.
Embraced for the dramatic opportunities afforded by a house full of strangers, the British boarding house emerged as a setting for novels published during the
interwar period by a diverse range of women writers from Stella Gibbons to Virginia Woolf. To use the single room in the boarding house or bedsit, Terri
Mullholland argues, is to foreground a particular experience. While the single room represents the freedoms of independent living available to women in the
early twentieth century, it also marks the precariousness of unmarried women’s lives. By placing their characters in this transient space, women writers could
explore women's changing social roles and complex experiences – amateur prostitution, lesbian relationships, extra-marital affairs, and abortion – outside
traditional domestic narrative concerns. Mullholland presents new readings of works by canonical and non-canonical writers, including Stella Gibbons, Winifred
Holtby, Storm Jameson, Rosamond Lehmann, Dorothy Richardson, Jean Rhys, and Virginia Woolf. A hybrid of the modernist and realist domestic fiction written
and read by women, the literature of the single room merges modernism's interest in interior psychological states with the realism of precisely documented
exterior spaces, offering a new mode of engagement with the two forms of interiority.
No description available.
Women, Identity and Private Life in Britain, 1900-50
Space, Gender, Knowledge: Feminist Readings
Manliness and Masculinities in Nineteenth-Century Britain
Gender and Space in British Literature, 1660–1820
Alternative domestic spaces
Space, Place and Gender

Transport in British Fiction is the first essay collection devoted to transport and its various types horse, train, tram, cab, omnibus, bicycle, ship, car, air and space as
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represented in British fiction across a century of unprecedented technological change that was as destabilizing as it was progressive.
Asking why some politicians succeed in moving into the highest offices of state while others fail, this text examines the relative lack of women, black and working
class Members of Parliament, and whether this evident social bias matters for political representation.
During the interwar period, shifting attitudes toward empire dovetailed with women's achievement of citizenship, placing women at the centre of debates about what
England would be. Responding to these cultural conditions, women writers used novels of place to analyze relationships among space, self, and nation in England,
thereby establishing new ways for the country to view itself. Jennifer Poulos Nesbitt's Narrative Settlements resituates British women's writing between the wars in
light of postcolonial theories of the novel and feminist geography. Reading works by Winifred Holtby, Vita Sackville-West, Angela Thirkell, Sylvia Townsend Warner,
Rebecca West, and Virginia Woolf, Nesbitt argues that renewed attention to setting provides a methodological base for a more nuanced understanding of the aesthetic
preoccupations of women writers between the wars. She provides not only attentive readings of literature during this contentious time, but a convincing argument for
looking beyond modernism to locate the significance of interwar literary production.
'Space Gender Knowledge' is an innovative and comprehensive introduction to the geographies of gender and the gendered nature of spatial relations. It examines the
major issues raised by women's movements and academic feminism, and outlines the main shifts in feminist geographical work, from the geography of women to the
impact of post-structuralism. In making their selection, the editors have drawn on a wide range of interdisciplinary material, ranging across spatial scales from the
body to the globe. The book presents influential arguments for the importance of the intersection between space and gender. Looking both at geography and beyond
the discipline, it explores the gendered construction of space and the spatial construction of gender. Divided into a number of conceptual sections, each prefaced by
an editorial introduction, this reader includes extracts from both landmark texts and less well-known works, making it an indispensable introduction to this dynamic
field of study.
Transport in British Fiction
Gender and the Garden in Early Modern English Literature
Gender and Space in Early Modern England
Nation, Gender, and the Space of Modernity
Gender, Space and City Bankers
Gender and Narrative Form in Victorian Literature and Culture
This text is intended to draw together two important developments in contemporary geography: firstly, the recognition of the need to write critical
histories of geographical thought and, particularly, the relationship between modern geography and European imperialism; and secondly, the
attempt by feminist geographers to countervail the absence of women in the histories. The author focuses on the narratives of British women
travellers in West Africa between 1840 and 1915, exploring their contributions to British imperial culture, teh ways in which they wer empowered in
the imperial context by virtue of both race and class, and their various representations of West African landscapes and peoples. The book argues for
the inclusion of women and their experiences in histories of geographical thought and explores the possibilities and problems of combining feminist
and post-colonial approaches to these histories.
European Women and the Second British EmpireIndiana University Press
South Asian women have frequently been conceptualized in colonial, academic and postcolonial studies, but their very categorization is deeply
problematic. This book, informed by theory and enriched by in-depth fieldwork, overturns these unhelpful categorizations and alongside broader
issues of self and nation assesses how South Asian identities are ‘performed'. What are the blind spots and erasures in existing studies of both race
and gender? In what ways do South Asian women struggle with Orientalist constructions? How do South Asian women engage with ‘indo-chic?' What
dilemmas face the South Asian female scholar? With a combination of the most recent feminist perspectives on gender and the South Asian
diaspora, questions of knowledge, power, space, body, aesthetics and politics are made central to this book. Building upon a range of experiences
and reflecting on the actual conditions of the production of knowledge, South Asian Women in the Disapora represents a challenging contribution to
any consideration of gender, race, culture and power.
How Britain lost its early dominance in computing by systematically discriminating against its most qualified workers: women. In 1944, Britain led
the world in electronic computing. By 1974, the British computer industry was all but extinct. What happened in the intervening thirty years holds
lessons for all postindustrial superpowers. As Britain struggled to use technology to retain its global power, the nation's inability to manage its
technical labor force hobbled its transition into the information age. In Programmed Inequality, Mar Hicks explores the story of labor feminization
and gendered technocracy that undercut British efforts to computerize. That failure sprang from the government's systematic neglect of its largest
trained technical workforce simply because they were women. Women were a hidden engine of growth in high technology from World War II to the
1960s. As computing experienced a gender flip, becoming male-identified in the 1960s and 1970s, labor problems grew into structural ones and
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gender discrimination caused the nation's largest computer user—the civil service and sprawling public sector—to make decisions that were
disastrous for the British computer industry and the nation as a whole. Drawing on recently opened government files, personal interviews, and the
archives of major British computer companies, Programmed Inequality takes aim at the fiction of technological meritocracy. Hicks explains why,
even today, possessing technical skill is not enough to ensure that women will rise to the top in science and technology fields. Programmed
Inequality shows how the disappearance of women from the field had grave macroeconomic consequences for Britain, and why the United States
risks repeating those errors in the twenty-first century.
Gender, Race and Class in the British Parliament
Space, Self and Spirituality
Fragments of Development
Space, Gender, and Military Occupation in the American Revolution
Landscapes of Allegiance
Examining British-occupied Charleston, Philadelphia, and Newport during the American Revolution, this dissertation considers war through the lens of the
home and analyzes how gendered and racial dynamics, as well as other power relations, mapped onto and shaped the ways that people experienced,
controlled, and thought about domestic space. During the American Revolution, American men claimed the political right of home rule and political
independence, but in occupied cities in particular, this dissertation demonstrates, the experience of war directly challenged their ability to rule
within their own homes. The presence of an occupying British army destabilized patriarchal norms within the revolutionary social order and within the
household. This wartime disruption limited the reach of white men's power and produced opportunities for white women, servants, and enslaved
people---those legally considered dependents---to seize new levels of power and autonomy within the occupied city and the home. Yet, in the postwar
years the privatization and feminization of the home redefined domestic space by reasserting gender and racial hierarchies and purging it of its wartime
dynamism. The experience of military occupation, I contend, had profound implications not only for the experience of war, but more broadly, the meaning
domestic space, shaping gendered and racialized understandings of the home in the postwar years.
"It enhances our understanding of intracultural and cross-cultural relationships and raises significant questions about the complexities of the colonial
phenomenon in the modern era." —Journal of World History "Provides a powerful and important analysis foregrounding the ideological construction of
whiteness in understandings of gender and sexuality.... Margaret Strobel manages to provide a convincing analysis of the contradictory and often
challenging space occupied by European women in the project of empire."Â —Signs "Strobel is to be highly commended for an historical analysis that
brings critical light to bear on the complex interactions of gender, race, and class that have shadowed both European men's and women's participation in
colonialism." —Women and Politics "... a clear exposition and synthesis... In this useful introduction to a new field, Strobel lays out clearly the
arguments on which it is built. Her book makes it possible to acquaint students with the initial array of scholarship that is already growing. She also
demonstrates that rewriting an imperial history that is sensitive to gender, culture, race, sexuality, and power is an exhilarating enterprise."
—American Historical Review Based on the published accounts of travelers and officials' wives, biographies and other materials, this is a lively, fastpaced account of the roles of white women in the British empire, from about 1880 to the recent past. The European women of the second British empire
carved out a space for themselves amid the options made available to them by British expansion, but they too were treated as inferiors—the inferior sex
within the superior race.
Feminist City is an ongoing experiment in living differently, living better, and living more justly in an urban world. We live in the city of men. Our
public spaces are not designed for female bodies. There is little consideration for women as mothers, workers or carers. The urban streets often are a
place of threats rather than community. Gentrification has made the everyday lives of women even more difficult. What would a metropolis for working
women look like? A city of friendships beyond Sex and the City. A transit system that accommodates mothers with strollers on the school run. A public
space with enough toilets. A place where women can walk without harassment. In Feminist City, through history, personal experience and popular culture
Leslie Kern exposes what is hidden in plain sight: the social inequalities built into our cities, homes, and neighborhoods. Kern offers an alternative
vision of the feminist city. Taking on fear, motherhood, friendship, activism, and the joys and perils of being alone, Kern maps the city from new
vantage points, laying out an intersectional feminist approach to urban histories and proposes that the city is perhaps also our best hope for shaping a
new urban future. It is time to dismantle what we take for granted about cities and to ask how we can build more just, sustainable, and women-friendly
cities together.
Over the past three decades women¿s and gender studies have evolved into disciplines that have energized¿and transformed¿the study of the early modern
period. But the study of women and gender is not the same. As a discipline, feminism begins with the assumption that the sexed body changes the
interaction of the subject in political space, regardless of other considerations of subject position. How these other social categories inflect the
position of woman as a social actor and political subject does in many ways define the discipline of feminist inquiry, but the sex of the body,
irrespective of gender identification, has always informed feminist analysis, which concerns primarily the political uses to which the body is put: in
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its labor; its social position; its religious identity; its cultural participation. Gender studies, by contrast, typically elides biological sex,
inquiring into how gender identity and identification crucially alter social and political engagement, and how gender is imbricated in the social,
political and even epistemological arrangements and assumptions of culture. Now, however, we occupy a historical moment when this disciplinary divide
has begun to collapse: when the sex of the body can be altered to adhere to the gender identity of the subject, when calls have been made to appropriate
the long-eschewed science of biology for feminist analysis, our thinking about the sexed subject in political space must inevitably change. Our
political moment alters our scholarly and theoretical practice. This volume presents a comprehensive examination of the scholarship on women and gender
in Anglophone literature during the early modern period. It examines women¿s lives, their practical and cultural work, the ideologies of gender that
underwrite cultural production, and the divide between ideology and lived experience. The volume includes over 20 chapters distributed across five
sections that deal broadly with different aspects of women¿s e
Programmed Inequality
Victorian Women Travellers in West Africa
Gender and narrative in the postcolonial nation
Gender, Geography and Empire
New Frontiers of Space, Bodies and Gender
European Women and the Second British Empire

On consumerism.
Between 1700 and 1830, men and women in the English-speaking territories framing the Atlantic gained unprecedented access to material things. The
British Atlantic was an empire of goods, held together not just by political authority and a common language, but by a shared material culture nourished
by constant flows of commodities. Diets expanded to include exotic luxuries such as tea and sugar, the fruits of mercantile and colonial expansion. Homes
were furnished with novel goods, like clocks and earthenware teapots, the products of British industrial ingenuity. This groundbreaking book compares
these developments in Britain and North America, bringing together a multi-disciplinary group of scholars to consider basic questions about women, men,
and objects in these regions. In asking who did the shopping, how things were used, and why they became the subject of political dispute, the essays show
the profound significance of everyday objects in the eighteenth-century Atlantic world.
In the space of barely fifteen years, the history of masculinity has become an important dimension of social and cultural history. John Tosh has been in the
forefront of the field since the beginning, having written A Man’s Place: Masculinity and the Middle-Class Home in Victorian England (1999), and coedited Manful Assertions: Masculinities in Britainsince 1800 (1991). Here he brings together nine key articles which he has written over the past ten
years. These pieces document the aspirations of the first contributors to the field, and the development of an agenda of key historical issues which have
become central to our conceptualising of gender in history. Later essays take up the issue of periodisation and the relationship of masculinity to other
historical identities and structures, particularly in the context of the family. The last two essays, published for the first time, approach British imperial
history in a fresh way. They argue that the empire needs to be seen as a specifically male enterprise, answering to masculine aspirations and insecurities.
This leads to illuminating insights into the nature of colonial emigration and the popular investment in empire during the era the New Imperialism.
This title explores the meanings and experience of home and private life for women who grew up in England before 1950. It considers the extent to which
class, surburbanization and historical moment as well as gender constructed women's understanding of domesticity, and discusses the part played by
conceptions of home and private life in the shaping of identities. Oral narratives, fiction, autobiography and diaries are used in conjunction with
psychoanalytic, linguistic and historical explanations of women's lives to map a psychological as well as a social history of women's relationship to the
home in the early part of the 20th century.
Technologies of Movement, 1840-1940
Geographies of British Women's Fiction Between the Wars
Cultures of Consumption
An Interdisciplinary Introduction
Feminisms
Gender and Empire
Focusing the perspectives of gender scholarship on the study of empire, this is an original volume full of fascinating insights about the conduct of men as well as women. Bringing together disparate fields politics, medicine, sexuality, childhood, religion, migration, and many more topics - this collection of essays demonstrates the richness of studying empire through the lens of gender. This is a more inclusive look
at empire, which asks not only why the empire was dominated by men, but how that domination affected the conduct of imperial politics. The fresh, new interpretations of the British Empire offered here, will
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interest readers across a wide range, demonstrating the vitality of this innovative approach and the new historical questions it raises.
"The aim of this book is to interrogate the process whereby spatial relations are constituted as gendered, raced and classed within the colonial and imperial context." --introd.
This new book brings together Doreen Massey's key writings on three areas central to a range of disciplines. In addition, the author reflects on the development of these ideas and outlines her current position on
these important issues. The book is organized around the three themes of space, place and gender. It traces the development of ideas about the social nature of space and place and the relation of both to issues
of gender and debates within feminism. It is debates in these areas which have been crucial in bringing geography to the centre of social sciences thinking in recent years, and this book includes writings that
have been fundamental to that process. Beginning with the economy and social structures of production, it develops a wider notion of spatiality as the product of intersecting social relations. In turn this has lead
to conceptions of 'place' as essentially open and hybrid, always provisional and contested. These themes intersect with much current thinking about identity within both feminism and cultural studies. Each of the
themes is preceded by a section which reflects on the development of ideas and sets out the context of their production. The introduction assesses the current state of play and argues for the close relationship of
new thinking on each of these themes. This book will be of interest to students in geography, social theory, women's studies and cultural studies.
This book takes an intimate look at the lives of British migrants in Sitges, an affluent coastal tourist town in Northern Spain and investigates ideas of gender, sexuality, and national identity as they are brought
to life through the voices of British lifestyle migrants. Situating Sitges as a specifically affluent and "middle-class" location representing a particular form of "lifestyle migration," this rich and detailed study
explores how the experiences of British migrants re-inscribe culturally specific understandings of the relationship between space, place, culture and identity. What ultimately emerges is an account of the
complex structural constraints of identity, as British migrants find themselves stuck within the stereotype of badly-behaved Brits Abroad and entangled in highly conservative conceptualisations of gender and
sexuality, that leave them unable to live the kind of cosmopolitan lifestyles that they so purposefully sought. This is a fascinating study suitable for researchers in gender and sexuality studies, tourism, sociology,
and anthropology.
Claiming Space in a Man-Made World
Authority, Gender and Space in the Anglo-Norman World, 900-1200
Masculinities and Social Space in Late Twentieth-century Britain
Gender Space Architecture
Feminist City
Women's Periodicals and Print Culture in Britain, 1940s-2000s

Towns are imagined, lived and experienced, as much as they are conceived and constructed. They reflect cultural and intellectual
currents, prevailing economic climates and unresolved tensions. They are physical entities, shaped by topography, time and
technology, as well as social and spatial constructs. They are also always gendered and contested spaces. This volume, the last
from the Gender in the European Town (GENETON) project, approaches life in the European town over time and across class and
national boundaries. Through contextualized case studies, it provides scholars and students with new research—snapshots—of
contemporary physical and built environments that explores how contemporary urban residents experienced and deployed gendered
urban spaces over an important period of modernization.
Foregrounds the diversity of periodicals, fiction and other printed matter targeted at women in the postwar periodForegrounds the
diversity and the significance of print cultures for women in the postwar period across periodicals, fiction and other printed
matterExamines changes and continuities as women's magazines have moved into digital formatsHighlights the important cultural and
political contexts of women's periodicals including the Women's Liberation Movement and SocialismExplores the significance of
women as publishers, printers and editorsWomen's Periodicals and Print Culture in Britain, 1940s-2000s draws attention to the wide
range of postwar print cultures for women. The collection spans domestic, cultural and feminist magazines and extends to ephemera,
novels and other printed matter as well as digital magazine formats. The range of essays indicates both the history of publishing
for women and the diversity of readers and audiences over the mid-late twentieth century and the early twenty-first century in
Britain. The collection reflects in detail the important ways in magazines and printed matter contributed to, challenged, or
informed British women's culture. A range of approaches, including interview, textual analysis and industry commentary are
employed in order to demonstrate the variety of ways in which the impact of postwar print media may be understood.
Gendered processes of globalisation, transnationalisation and urbanisation are increasing local and global inequalities and
widening the gap between the rich and the poor. The global finance industry plays a key role in these processes, directing its
operations from local command points in global cities such as London. Drawing on empirical data collected after the 2008 financial
crisis – in depth interviews with male City of London bankers who are also fathers, in depth interviews with the bankers’ wives,
observational data of work and family spaces, and banks’ promotional online material –this book explores the day-to-day individual
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and institutional social practices of wealthy City bankers and banks. The book’s analysis offers insight into how the spaces of
work and home are integrally linked in ways that mutually shape, support and sustain the gendered dominance of the industry and
its highly paid workers. This book will appeal to postgraduate students, researchers and academics interested in the fields of
gender studies, critical studies of men and masculinities, urban and metropolitan studies, sociology, studies of globalisation and
transnationalisation, anthropology, cultural studies and business management. It will also be interesting for those concerned
about the role of the finance industry and neoliberal capitalist ideologies, values and practices in ever-widening local and
global inequalities.
The essays in this collection focus on the ways rural life was represented during the long nineteenth century. Contributors bring
expertise from the fields of history, geography and literature to present an interdisciplinary study of the interplay between
rural space and gender during a time of increasing industrialization and social change.
A Global History
How Britain Discarded Women Technologists and Lost Its Edge in Computing
South Asian Women in the Diaspora
Gender and Colonial Space
Gender, Taste, and Material Culture in Britain and North America, 1700-1830
Gender, Sexuality and National Identity in the Lives of British Lifestyle Migrants in Spain
This collection unravels the stereotypical images of gender and space and presents a series of new explorations into both 'lived' and 'imagined'
spaces. In New Frontiers of Space, Bodies and Gender leading contemporary writers from across an eclectic mix of disciplines, examine an exciting
array of issues such as: * Jamaican Ragga music and female performance * Feminist anti-violence work * Pregnant women's experience of shopping
centres * The fear of crime felt by women using urban greenspace * Implications of technology in gendering identities This book forges new
parameters for debates of gender and space, leaving behind the simple focus on women-as-victim in the public arena and remapping considerations
of space which look beyond bricks and mortar. Contributors: Aylish Wood, Robyn Longhurst, Ali Grant, Lesley Klein, Affrica Taylor, Inga-Lisa
Sangregorio, Jacqueline Leavitt, Tracey Skelton, Nina Wakeford, Jos Boys, Sally R. Munt, Doreen Massey, Jacquie Burgess, Maher Anjum, Lynne
Walker.
Publisher's description: Telling Tales offers new and original readings of novels by Charlotte Brontë, Anne Brontë, Thomas Hardy, Margaret Oliphant,
and Mary Elizabeth Braddon. It also presents new archival material on the lives and stories of working-class women in Victorian Britain. Finally, it
sets forth innovative interpretations of the complex ways in which gender informs the abstract cultural narratives--like space, aesthetic value, and
nationality--through which a populace comes to know and position itself. Focusing on the interrelations of form, gender, and culture in narratives of
the Victorian period, Telling Tales explores the close interplay between gender as manifest in specific literary works and gender as manifest in
Victorian culture. The latter does not reflect a shift away from form toward culture, but rather a steady concern of form-in-culture. Reading and
analyzing Victorian novels provides an education for reading and interpreting the broader culture. The book's several chapters explore and pose
answers to important questions about the impact of gender on narrative in Victorian culture: How do women writers respond to themes and narrative
structures of precursor male writers? What are the very real differences that shape a newly emerging tradition of female authorship? How does
gender enter into the determination of aesthetic value? How does gender enter into the national imaginary 3/4the idea of Englishness? In exploring
these key concerns, Telling Tales establishes a broad terrain for future inquiries that take gender as an organizing term and principle for analysis of
narratives in all periods.
Radical reconfigurations in gardening practice in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England altered the social function of the garden, offering men
and women new opportunities for social mobility. While recent work has addressed how middle class men used the garden to attain this mobility, the
gendering of the garden during the period has gone largely unexamined. This new study focuses on the developing gendered tension in gardening
that stemmed from a shift from the garden as a means of feeding a family, to the garden as an aesthetic object imbued with status. The first part of
the book focuses on how practical gardening books proposed methods for planting as they simultaneously represented gardens increasingly
hierarchized by gender. The second part of the book looks at how men and women appropriated aesthetic uses of actual gardening in their poetry,
and reveals a parallel gendered tension there. Munroe analyzes garden representations in the writings of such manuals writers as Gervase Markham,
Thomas Hill, and William Lawson, and such poets as Edmund Spenser, Aemilia Lanyer and Lady Mary Wroth. Investigating gardens, gender and
writing, Jennifer Munroe considers not only published literary representations of gardens, but also actual garden landscapes and unpublished
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evidence of everyday gardening practice. She de-prioritizes the text as a primary means of cultural production, showing instead the relationship
between what men and women might imagine possible and represent in their writing, and everyday spatial practices and the spaces men and women
occupied and made. In so doing, she also broadens our outlook on whom we can identify and value as producers of early modern social space.
Ground-breaking interdisciplinary approach to the medieval manor pre- and post-Conquest.
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